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list of abbreviations

2

AISBL

Association Internationale Sans But Lucratif (International not-for-profit organisation)

CDDH - CORP

Drafting Group on Human Rights and Business (Council of Europe)

CEU

Central European University, Budapest

CJEU

Court of Justice of the European Union

CoE

Council of Europe

COHOM

Working Party on Human Rights (Council of the EU)

COSP

Conference of State Parties (for the CRPD)

CRPD

Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities

DG DEVCO

Directorate General for International Cooperation and Development (European Commission)

DG EMPL

Directorate General for Employment, Social Affairs & Inclusion (European Commission)

DG NEAR

Directorate-General for Neighbourhood and Enlargement Negotiations (European Commission)

DG ENTERPRISE

Directorate General for Enterprise and Industry (European Commission)

DG JUST

Directorate General for Justice and Consumers (European Commission)

DH-GDR

Committee of Experts on the Reform of the European Court of Human Rights (Council of Europe)

DROI

Sub-Committee on Human Rights (European Parliament)

ECC

European Co-ordinating Committee (ENNHRI’s Board of Management)

ECHR

European Convention on Human Rights

ECtHR

European Court of Human Rights

ENNHRI

European Network of National Human Rights Institutions

FRA

European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights

GT-GDR-F

Drafting Group F on the reform of the Court (Council of Europe)

ICC

International Co-ordinating Committee of National Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human Rights

LIBE

Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs (European Parliament)

LWG

Legal Working Group (ENNHRI)

NMM

National Monitoring Mechanisms (appointed under article 33.2 UNCRPD as 'independent mechanisms' (IM) to
promote, protect and monitor the implementation of the Convention by States Parties)

OAS

Network of National Institutions in the Americas

OHCHR

Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (United Nations)

OSCE-ODIHR

Organisation for Security and Co-operation in Europe - Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights

SCA

Sub-Committee on Accreditation (ICC)

SPO

Structure – Process - Outcomes Approach

UN

United Nations

UNDP

United Nations Development Programme

WG

ENNHRI Working Group
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Foreword – from Chair and Secretary
General

I

t is our pleasure to introduce ENNHRI’s Annual Report 2015, which

Beyond its established Working Groups and Cooperative Platforms,

records a truly momentous and transformative year for ENNHRI.

ENNHRI expanded its thematic work in 2015 in consultation with its

ENNHRI’s fundamental development in 2015 was the transition of its
Permanent Secretariat from a start-up with an uncertain financial
future, to an established office with a growing team. In the first
half of 2015, with support from the Scottish government, ENNHRI
continued to develop its Secretariat and network structures. This
growth was complemented by a capacity building grant from OSCE/

members. In addition, ENNHRI’s innovative project on the Human
Rights of Older Person’s and Long-term Care (supported by DG EMPL)
began in 2015, with original research into relevant human rights
standards, methodologies, a human rights based approach to care,
and monitoring in six pilot countries. We look forward to reading the
results in 2016.

ODIHR, which supported the development of a professional website

In 2015, European and international human rights mechanisms

and publications, as well as support on strategic fundraising and the

continued and increased their interest in NHRIs as trusted partners to

development of good governance.

work towards and report on the implementation of human rights at

At the beginning of July 2015, ENNHRI secured a three year Framework
Partnership with the European Commission, DG JUST, which supports
a small team at the Secretariat to help achieve ENNHRI’s objectives of
capacity building, exchange of information and regional engagement
for European NHRIs. Through the Framework Partnership, and also
membership fees and support from valued partners at FRA, Council

a national level. ENNHRI inputted to the development of the Council
of Europe Brussels Declaration on the Implementation of ECHR; the
EU Action Plan on Human Rights and Democracy 2015-19; the OSCE
Human Dimensions Seminar on NHRIs; and the UN General Assembly
Resolution on NHRIs; each of which calls for greater participation of
NHRIs.

of Europe and OSCE/ODIHR, ENNHRI was also able in 2015 to fund its

ENNHRI will develop further in 2016. It will continue to support its

members’ participation at network meetings, including ENNHRI’s first

members to address the concerning human rights developments in

free-standing General Assembly.

Europe, and work towards enhanced promotion and protection of

ENNHRI has achieved this strength and independence at a time when

human rights for individuals throughout the wider European region.

Europe truly needs an effective human rights network to address the
concerning developments affecting the entire region. The increasing
crisis of Europe’s migration system; the terrorist attacks on so
many European states; ongoing or recent conflicts; and the impacts
of economic crisis and recovery have all affected the enjoyment of
human rights for so many individuals in the European region.
ENNHRI has addressed each of these issues through regional
interventions and capacity building for its members, including
through the NHRI Academy. Indeed, strong national institutions for
the promotion and protection of human rights (NHRIs) are uniquely
placed to address these concerning developments. In addition, their
strong and united voice at the regional level can help address those
aspects that require a European response.
For example, ENNHRI provided instrumental input to the UN CRPD
Committee’s review of the EU; the longer-term reform of the Council
of Europe’s Convention system; the EU’s strategy on Corporate Social
Responsibility; and international declarations on the role of NHRIs in

Alan Miller,

Debbie Kohner,

ENNHRI Chair

ENNHRI Secretary General

relation to conflict and post-conflict (Kyiv Declaration), migration to
Europe (Belgrade Declaration), and Sustainable Development Goals
(Mérida Declaration). In addition, ENNHRI facilitated the exchange
of information between its members on many topics, including a
seminar on good practice examples of supported decision making (art
12 UNCRPD).
ENNHRI | ANNUAL REPORT 2015
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introduction

1.1 About ENNHRI

E

NNHRI supports National Human Rights Institutions
(NHRIs) from across wider Europe to promote and

protect human rights. NHRIs work towards the effective

implementation of international human rights standards
at the local level and the promotion of a culture of rights;
a role which has been recognised as crucial to the human
rights framework.

Vision
Universal and effective enjoyment of human rights
throughout Europe.

Mission
Supporting and strengthening European NHRIs to protect
and promote human rights effectively, in line with the
Paris Principles.

Strategic goals
A. Supporting the development of NHRIs across Europe in
line with the Paris Principles
B. Facilitating network communications
C. Enhancing NHRIs’ engagement with regional and
international frameworks
D. Building a strong and sustainable secretariat

© OSCE/ODIHR

4
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1.2 ENNHRI in 2015 – Highlights

Institution building

2

015 was an historic year for the development
of ENNHRI’s Secretariat, with five new staff

recruited and extensive work on building structures
for good governance to ensure a transparent,
accountable, participative and effective network.

2015
New members

M

embership of ENNHRI has grown to 39
members, with two new members joining

ENNHRI during 2015: People’s Advocate Office of
Moldova, and the Commissioner for Human Rights

NHRI Academy: strengthening
NHRIs capacity to promote and
protect human rights

T

he second NHRI Academy took place in Warsaw,
Poland, with participants from 25 ENNHRI

members, who were trained on key characteristics
and methodologies of NHRIs and shared experiences
and good practice.

(Ombudsman) of the Republic of Azerbaijan.

First General Assembly meeting
independent of ICC meetings

E

NNHRI 1, which involved a General Assembly
Meeting and Seminar, took place in Utrecht, the

Netherlands, on 30 November and 1 December 2015.

Human Rights of Older Persons

E

NNHRI’s innovative project on the Human Rights
of Older Persons and Long-term Care began in

January 2015, and developed materials on human
rights standards and monitoring methodologies in
relation to older persons in and accessing long-term
care.

Working Groups and thematic
clusters

E

Elections for the 2016-2019 period

E

lections for the 2016-2019 period new took place
on 1 December 2015 at the General Assembly

meeting in Utrecht. The results of the elections can
be found in Annex 4.

Support from key partners

NNHRI’s Working Groups lead ENNHRI’s work

T

on human rights topics such as Asylum and

rights. We would like to acknowledge the grants we

Migration, CRPD (Disabilities), Economic and Social
Rights, and European Legal Structures, and continued
their activities throughout 2015. Several informal
thematic clusters have also been set-up, in order to
better deal with current issues of particular relevance

hroughout 2015 we have enjoyed the support of
a broad range of partners who are committed

to our mission of promoting and protecting human
have received and our members’ contributions, which
have been essential for ENNHRI’s development. The
report also contains our financial statements, which

documents our financial management.

for some of the members, such as human rights and
counter-terrorism, and Agenda 2030 for Sustainable
Development.

ENNHRI | ANNUAL REPORT 2015
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1.3 ENNHRI’s Governance in 2015
General Assembly

E

uropean NHRIs traditionally met once a year on the
occasion of the ICC1 Annual Meeting in Geneva.

However, given ENNHRI’s increased capacity, it was agreed
that, starting 2015, General Assembly meetings will also
take place each autumn, for members to have more time
to discuss current human rights challenges, and to decide
upon ENNHRI’s strategic direction and activities.
Consequently, in 2015, ENNHRI’s General Assembly met
on 11 March in Geneva , Switzerland, on the occasion of
the ICC meeting and on 30 November and 1 December
2015 in Utrecht, the Netherlands. The latter, hosted by
the Netherlands Institute for Human Rights (NIHR), was
the first General Assembly meeting independent of ICC

meetings.

ENNHRI General Assembly in Utrecht © ENNHRI

In Utrecht , participants from more than 30 NHRIs reviewed
progress, agreed the operational plan and budget,
and discussed new initiatives for developing ENNHRI’s
activities. ENNHRI’s Secretariat presented the progress
report for 2015, by reference to the four core objectives in
ENNHRI’s Strategic Plan.
Representatives of NHRIs also participated in small group
discussions on issues such as: asylum and migration,
NHRIs in conflict and post-conflict situations, economic
and social rights and Sustainable Development Goals.
ENNHRI General Assembly in Utrecht © ENNHRI
© ENNHRI

Speaking at the event, Mr. Nils Muižnieks,   Council of
Europe’s Commissioner for Human Rights, stressed
the need to find “human rights compliant ways to ease
Europe’s asylum and migration crisis” and reaffirmed his
support for NHRIs in raising awareness of the need for
European governments to respond adequately to resolve
the crisis.

1

ICC, (The International Coordinating Committee of National Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of

Human Rights) is the Global Alliance of NHRIs
6
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Mr. Nils Muižnieks, Council of Europe’s Commissioner for Human Rights addressing participants in Utrecht © ENNHRI

Elections for the 2016-2019 period

E

lections of the following office holders for the 2016-

2019 period took place on 1 December 2015, during the

General Assembly meeting in Utrecht:

European Coordinating Committee
(ECC)

T

he Chair of the European Coordinating Committee
(ECC), ENNHRI’s board, is elected by the General

Assembly, and is mandated to oversee the direction and

•

European Coordinating Committee (ECC)
members and Chair

•

Finance Committee members and Chair

•

ICC Chair nominate (on behalf of ENNHRI)

•

European members of the ICC Bureau

•

European members of the ICC’s Sub-Committee

management of ENNHRI. ENNHRI’s Chair in 2015 was
Scottish Human Rights Commission, represented by Prof
Alan Miller.
European Coordinating Committee 2013 – 2016

on Accreditation (SCA)
•

Country

Institution

Scotland

Scottish Human Rights Commission
(Chair)

Albania

People's Advocate

Denmark

Danish Institute for Human Rights

France

Commission Nationale Consultative des
Droits de l’Homme

Georgia

Office of Public Defender (Ombudsman)
of Georgia

Germany

German Institute for Human Rights

European members of ICC Working Groups

© ENNHRI
ENNHRI | ANNUAL REPORT 2015
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Finance Committee

Permanent Secretariat

T

D

he Finance Committee (FC), which oversees ENNHRI’s
financial situation, was chaired in 2015 by the German

Institute for Human Rights, represented by Michael
Windfuhr.

uring 2015, five other staff and two trainees were
recruited to ENNHRI’s Secretariat. First, in April 2015,

Ciara O’Dwyer joined ENNHRI as Project Coordinator for
the project on Human Rights of Older Persons and Longterm Care.

Finance Committee 2013 – 2016
Country

Institution

Germany

German Institute for Human Rights
(Chair)

Great Britain

Equality and Human Rights Commission

Georgia

Office of Public Defender (Ombudsman)
of Georgia

Spain

Emilie Thage also joined the Secretariat in April 2015 as
ENNHRI’s first Trainee and remained with ENNHRI until July
2015. ENNHRI congratulates Emilie on her new post at the

Defensor del Pueblo (until October
2015)

UN’s Sub-Committee on the Prevention of Torture, where
she continues her work with several ENNHRI members
with National Preventative Mechanism mandates.
In June 2015, Chiara Sorge, who had been ENNHRI’s
Administration and Finance Officer since June 2014,
left ENNHRI’s Secretariat for an exciting opportunity at
an agency of the European Union. During the summer
months, Sevelina Todovora, provided short-term support
as ENNHRI’s part-time Administration and Finance Officer.
Following the award of an operating grant from the
European Commission’s DG JUST, ENNHRI welcomed
several new staff members to its Secretariat in the final
months of 2015.
•

Christina Gesios, Finance and Administration Officer,
from September 2015,

•

Laura Marchetti, Trainee, from September 2015,

•

Lelia Rotaru, Communications Officer, from October
2015, and

•

Julie Lejeune, Legal Policy Officer, from November
2015.

ENNHRI welcomes all the new staff to the Secretariat, and
is delighted that there is now a team in place to support
the work of ENNHRI and its members.

ENNHRI Chair and Secretariat at the GA in Utrecht © ENNHRI
8
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1.4 Core objectives and key result areas in 2015

T

he activities of both the Secretariat and ENNHRI
members

throughout

the

year

continued

the

implementation of ENNHRI’s Strategic Plan for 2014-2017
and the Operational Plan for 2015, which is available in
Annex 3.

A

Core objective

Key Result Areas

Supporting the development

Supporting capacity development of European NHRIs

of NHRIs across Europe in line
with the Paris Principles

Supporting ICC 2 accreditation of NHRIs
Supporting the establishment of NHRIs

B

Facilitating network

Strengthening internal communications among members and between

communications

members and the secretariat
Facilitating communications and engagement with external stakeholders
Supporting ENNHRI meetings and ENNHRI Working Groups

C

Enhancing European

Supporting ENNHRI members’ participation in ICC processes and institutions,

NHRIs’ engagement with

individually and collectively

regional and international
frameworks

Supporting, as a priority, ENNHRI members’ participation in regional
processes and institutions, in cooperation with ICC
Supporting ENNHRI members’ participation in international processes and
institutions, in cooperation with ICC

D

Building a strong and
sustainable secretariat

2

Building strong organisational and administrative systems
Developing and implementing a fundraising strategy

The International Coordinating Committee for National Human Rights Institutions (ICC) is the global alliance of

NHRIs.
ENNHRI | ANNUAL REPORT 2015
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Supporting the development of NHRIs
across Europe in line with the Paris
Principles

2.1 Supporting Capacity Development
NHRI Academy 2015

T

he second edition of the NHRI Academy took place

An entire day of the NHRI Academy was devoted to human

from 29 June to 3 July 2015 in Warsaw, Poland. The

rights monitoring, including objectives, methodologies, and

NHRI Academy is organised jointly each year by ENNHRI

case studies to develop skills. Participants also dedicated a

and the OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions and

full day to NHRI engagement with the Council of Europe,

Human Rights (OSCE/ODIHR), and in 2015 was hosted by

including amicus curiae and the execution of judgments

the University of Warsaw.

from the European Court, interaction with monitoring

The NHRI Academy 2015 brought together staff from 25
ENNHRI members. The Academy provides practical training

bodies, and engagement with CDDH and its subordinate
bodies.

for senior and mid-level staff on how to address particular

Throughout the NHRI Academy, ODIHR staff provided

challenges and opportunities that NHRIs face in their work,

short sessions on their substantive work on key human

in order to fulfil effectively their role of promoting and

rights issues, including election monitoring, hate crime,

protecting human rights. This innovative event focuses on

and Roma and Sinti. The NHRI Academy also included a

the key methodologies and characteristics of NHRIs. The

review of key learnings from the week, and support for

Academy also creates an environment for sharing good

feeding back the information to their home NHRIs though

practice and building relationships between staff from

action plans devised during the Academy.

NHRIs from across Europe.
The 2015 Academy
an

introduction

Overall, the level of engagement
and participation at the NHRI

included
to

gender

Academy

was

overwhelming.

mainstreaming in the work of

The NHRI Academy was rated

NHRIs, as well as a surgery for

very highly in evaluations, with

individual advice. The diversity

particularly

of NHRI mandates and functions

relevance,

was

explained

to

high

scores

exchange

of

for
good

participants.

practice and building contacts with

The participants also explored

other NHRIs. Given the success of

the practical application of the UN

the NHRI Academy in 2015, OSCE/

Paris Principles, with a particular

ODIHR has confirmed that it will

emphasis on cooperation other

continue to support an annual

national bodies working on human

NHRI Academy, organised jointly

rights, as well as with civil society

with ENNHRI.

organisations.

NHRI Academy 2015 © ENNHRI
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Participants at the NHRI Academy 2015 © ENNHRI

Results of the Survey on European
NHRIs’ Funding

F

ollowing much anecdotal evidence of funding cuts,
particularly in light of the economic crisis in Europe, as

Working Groups and thematic projects

E

NNHRI supported capacity building for its members
through training activities, exchange of information,

peer support and research within the established Working

well as some increases in mandates, ENNHRI sought more

Groups well as the new thematic work areas. For example,

information on the funding challenges European NHRIs are

the CRPD Working Group organized a seminar on Article

facing. A member survey was launched the end of 2014,

12 CRPD (equal access before the law), which highlighted

and the Secretariat gathered and analysed the results

good practices for supported decision making.

throughout 2015. The results were reviewed by the ECC,
which resolved to use the information to support NHRIs in
carrying out their mandates effectively as required by the
UN Paris Principles and in securing adequate resources.

As part of the General Assembly Meeting of December
2015, a seminar was organised to discuss topical human
rights issues and establish ENNHRI’s priorities. Prior to the
seminar, the ECC selected four core topics for discussion
in small groups, namely: asylum and migration, economic
and social rights, NHRIs in situations of (post) conflict, and
Agenda 2030 SDGs.
During the seminar, members had the possibility to suggest
additional topics for discussion on the second day. As a
result, the following areas were selected: counterterrorism,
National Preventive Mechanisms (NMPs), and combatting
trafficking in human beings.
In 2015, ENNHRI also acknowledged from the situations in
some countries that, in the course of their work, European
NHRIs could come under threat in a variety of manners
and started work on a policy to provide an overview of the
options for support available and clarify the procedures
that are followed in such cases.

ENNHRI | ANNUAL REPORT 2015
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2.2 Supporting the Establishment and ICC Accreditation
of NHRIs in Europe

N

HRIs are accredited by reference to the UN Paris

Accreditation. ENNHRI extends its congratulations to the

Principles in order to test their independence,

following institution that were accredited or re-accredited

pluralism, impartiality and accountability.
The Accreditation Support Group, as well as the Secretariat,
offers guidance and support to ENNHRI members as they
navigate their way through the accreditation process.
Throughout 2015, ENNHRI provided advice and support
on accreditation to 14 members, including 8 ENNHRI
members who were reviewed by the Sub-Committee on

with A status in 2015, being in compliance with the UN
Paris Principles:
•

Germany: German Institute for Human Rights

•

Great Britain: Equality and Human Rights Commission

•

Ireland: Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission

•

Latvia: Ombudsman of the Republic of Latvia

•

Luxembourg: Commission consultative des droits de
l’homme

•

Scotland: Scottish Human Rights Commission

•

Serbia: Protector of Citizens

ENNHRI also provides support to European states for
establishing NHRIs. During 2015, ENNHRI participated at
a conference of Italian Ministry and stakeholders for the
establishment of a NHRI in Italy and attended a meeting in
Switzerland on the establishment of an NHRI.
In addition, ENNHRI provided input to ICC Accreditation
Roundtable in March 2015. As part of the follow-up to
this roundtable, ENNHRI’s Accreditation Support Group,
made up of members with experience in the accreditation
process, will develop proposals on the development of the
accreditation process at global level.

© European Union 2016 - European Parliament

12
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Facilitating Network Communications

ENNHRI has worked extensively to strengthen its communications tools and platforms
throughout 2015. Indeed, effective network communications is vital to engage with
members, exchange information among members and partners, share good practises and
expertise, and inform the public about ENNHRI’s activities and achievements.

C

ommunications

implies

an

internal

dimension

(exchange of information between Secretariat and

the Secretariat produced branded publications informing
about ENNHRI’s and NHRIs’ visions and missions.

membership, as well as among members) and an external
dimension (providing partners and public with information
about ENNHRI’s activities and achievements) – with
both dimensions being essential for a well-functioning,
productive and successful network organisation.
The Secretariat, with assistance from the Communications
Group,

has

developed

a

detailed

Communications

Framework aiming to raise awareness of ENNHRI’s
activities, increase their impact, and ensure that all
members are well informed and connected. A crucial step
towards establishing a platform for ENNHRI members to
exchange, engage and share expertise was the launch of
a comprehensive website (www.ennhri.org). Furthermore,
Participants at the General Assembly 2015 © ENNHRI

3.1 Strengthening communications among members
ENNHRI’s Communications Group

I

n May 2015, ENNHRI’s Communications Group met in
Vienna to follow up on the progress of the communications

strategy and the development of the website. In addition to
ENNHRI’s website and online communications, its branding

different levels including ENNHRI Secretariat, individual
members, EU legislation and events, the ICC (global
network of NHRIs), and other human rights mechanisms
and external partners. Thematic, targeted information
updates were also sent by the Secretariat to the ECC,
ENNHRI’s Finance Committee, and Working Groups.

and statements policy were identified as priorities by the

There is great diversity among ENNHRI’s members in

members of the Communications Group.

regard to their mandates and national contexts. In order to
help ensure that ENNHRI’s actions are relevant to as many

Dissemination of information to the
members

E

NNHRI works to ensure that its members receive
comprehensive, relevant and up to date information

on all topics of interest. Over the course of 2015, the
Secretariat sent several news updates to members,
informing them about activities and developments at

members as possible, ENNHRI’s Secretariat undertook
extensive consultations with its members and encouraged
the exchange of information between members.
Furthermore, the Secretariat facilitated the exchange
of information both at meetings and by email, among
individual

Working

Groups

as

well

as

the

entire

membership. It also responded to ad hoc information
requests from members.

ENNHRI | ANNUAL REPORT 2015
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Policies

I

n 2015, ENNHRI developed a draft policy on ENNHRI
statements, to ensure transparent and clear procedures

for increased participation of members and accountability
when ENNHRI releases a common statement.

3.2 Facilitating communication with external stakeholders
Development of the main
communication tools: ENNHRI’s
website

A

s part of the overall efforts to strengthen ENNHRI’s

communications, the development of the new

ENNHRI website started in December 2015. The new
website will be the main tool for communicating the
activities undertaken by ENNHRI and its members.
Furthermore, it aims to better respond to the current and
future needs of the Network, also providing a platform for
ENNHRI members and stakeholders to share information,
expertise and publications.

Raising awareness through
publications and branded goods

S

everal publications and branded goods were produced
in 2015, to provide clear and accessible information

about ENNHRI and its members, to establish and raise
awareness of ENNHRI’s identity and activities

3.3 Supporting ENNHRI meetings

A

s

a

regional

organisation

with

close

to

40

members, face to face contact is crucial for on-

going and extensive development, not just for network
communications but to allow for monitoring progress and
planning for the future. During 2015, ENNHRI organised
15 governance meetings of the General Assembly, ECC
(Board) and Finance Committee.

14
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Working Groups and Thematic areas

4.1 Asylum and Migration Working Group

I

n 2015,

ENNHRI’s Asylum and

Migration Working Group comprised

representatives from 23 NHRIs, who

Meeting on Asylum and Migration at the General
Assembly 2015 © ENNHRI

worked to raise awareness of the
shared responsibility in promoting and
protecting the rights of migrants and
refugees and strengthen cooperation
and exchange of good practice in this
field.
The Working Group released several
statements and articles on the topic of statelessness,
voicing the concerns of NHRIs towards persisting
statelessness in Europe. ENNHRI also released a statement
on the continuing tragedies in the Mediterranean Sea, and
ENNHRI’s Chair called upon EU institutions and member
states’ governments to step up to meet in full their human
rights responsibilities in this context.

© Rasande Tyskar - Flickr

Asylum and Migration WG is closely monitoring the situation of migrants in Greece © European Union 2016 - European Parliament
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E

NNHRI, through its Asylum and Migration WG, was
actively involved the preparation of the Conference

on “Human Rights Challenges in Refugee/ Migrant Crisis”

organised by the Serbian Protector of Citizens in Belgrade,
Serbia. On this occasion, NHRIs and Ombuds Institutions
from across Europe reaffirmed their strong commitment to
protect and promote the rights of refugees and migrants,
in a joint declaration, known as The Belgrade Declaration.

“

“The human rights dimension
of this unprecedented
phenomenon must not
be overridden by security
measures and the protection
of borders” stresses the
Belgrade Declaration.

NHRIs at the Conference on Human Rights Challenges in Refugee/ Migrant Crisis © ENNHRI

4.2 Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (CRPD)
Working Group

T

he CRPD Working Group comprises around 25
members which have been, or are expected to be

designated, under article 33.2 of the UN Convention
on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD), as
independent monitoring mechanisms (IMM) to promote,
protect and monitor the implementation of the UNCRPD
by States Parties.
The CRPD WG met twice in 2015 , to ensure the exchange
of information and capacity building among CRPD WG
membership. The first meeting, hosted by the UNIA, the

Belgian Inter-Federal Centre for Equal Opportunities, in
Brussels, reviewed the disability strategies of the EU and
the Council of Europe, in view of preparing a submission to
the UNCRPD Committee. Participants also contributed to
the development of a 3-year work plan for the WG.

16
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Catalina Devandas Aguilar ( face camera, right ) United Nations, Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities poses with group photo with the participants
with the famous Broken Chair in Place des Nations in Geneva during A Day For All, Event. 3 December 2015. © UN Photo / Jean-Marc Ferré

A

t their second meeting, hosted by the Croatian

including an analysis of the Mental Capacity Act 2005 (UK)

Disability Ombudsman in Zagreb, Croatia, NHRIs

by Professor S. Michalowski (University of Essex) and an

exchanged

experience

concerning

their

national

monitoring activities and the development of core
indicators to measure implementation of the UNCRPD at
the European and international level.

update on the Netherlands Institute for Human Rights’
activities in the field of supported decision making.
The CRPD WG issued a number of joint statements and
consultation responses throughout 2015 and engaged

The Zagreb WG meeting was followed by a seminar on article

with several regional and international bodies, including

12 and supported decision making. Diane Kingston, UK

through submissions to UNCRPD Committee, which set

Member of the UN

out practical proposals for the content

CRPD

and scope of the draft Guidelines on

Committee,

presented

NHRI’s

NHRI participation, and to European

various possibilities

Ombudsman’s consultation on priority

to

activities in regard to its function as

the

engage

with

Committee.

Examples

of

emerging

practice

on

part of the EU Monitoring Framework.

supported

decision-making

at

national level were
also

presented,

Participants at the CRPD WG meeting in Zagreb © ENNHRI
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4.3 Legal Working Group

T

he Legal Working Group (LWG) was formed of 21

The LWG also organised and actively contributed to the

members in 2015. Its activities included ongoing input

High-level Conference on the “Implementation of the

to the process of reform and enhancement of the Council

European Convention on Human Rights, our shared

of European Convention system, providing capacity

responsibility”, which took place in March 2015 in Brussels

building, and submitting third party interventions.

at the initiative of the Committee of Ministers of the Council

Throughout 2015, the LWG continued to track and monitor
landmark judgments of the European Court of Human

of Europe. ENNHRI’s Chair’s addressed the conference and
ENNHRI members participated in a side event.

Rights (ECtHR) and priority cases communicated to

The LWG Chair also inputted on the EU Charter of

member states by the ECtHR, especially when triggering

Fundamental Rights at an Equinet seminar held in Brussels

new developments in key areas of concern for ENNHRI:

on 16 to 17 June 2015 and provided training on the Council

disabilities, asylum and migration, data protection,

of Europe at the annual ENNHRI Academy for NHRIs in

counter-terrorism and rule of law.

Warsaw on 29 June to 3 July 2015.

4.4 Economic and Social Rights Working Group

T

he Economic and Social Rights Working Group

In October 2015, ESR WG members held a meeting to

(ESR WG) is ENNHRI’s newest WG, comprising nine

discuss common challenges and identify priorities. The ESR

members. However, ENNHRI’s members have worked on

WG members decided to focus on methodologies in order

Economic and Social Rights in Time of Economic Crisis

to: strengthen NHRI capacity (peer exchange, developing

since 2013. The German institute for Human Rights has

tools and training), increase advocacy at the European

led most of ENNHRI’s activities in this field until the first

level to promote and protect ESR (including through the

meeting of the ESR WG in October 2015.

Turin process on the European Social Charter), and deepen

The ESR WG aims to develop tools for NHRIs to be more

the links with other ENNHRI WGs and thematic work.

effective in their work on Economic and Social Rights,

In March 2015, ESR WG members contributed to ENNHRI’s

including strategic capacity building in Human Rights

Submission to the Council of Europe Steering Committee

Based Impact Assessment and on analysis of economic

on Human Rights (CDDH) Draft Feasibility Study on

and social policies.

the impact of the economic crisis on human rights and
participated in the Platform on Economic and Social Rights
set-up by Council of Europe, FRA, Equinet and ENNHRI.

4.5 Business and Human Rights Working Group
ithin the Business and Human Rights Working

W

In April 2015, ENNHRI’s Business and Human Rights

Group (BHR WG), members share their knowledge

Working Group provided a submission to the European

and expertise and engage with regional mechanisms on the

Commission in relation to its new strategy on Corporate

human rights impact of corporate activities. During 2015,

and Social Responsibility (CSR), recognising the European

they focused on the adoption process and the minimum

Commission’s CSR policy as an important instrument with

core content elements of National Action Plans (NAPs) as

potential to influence, not just the practices of governments

a tool for the EU member states to protect, respect and

and enterprises within the EU, but also CSR and business

remedy the human rights impacts of business.

and human rights norms and standards across the globe.
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4.6 Sustainable Development Goals
015 was an important year for the development

2

The Declaration kick-started a consultation process within

and launching of Agenda 2030 and its Sustainable

ENNHRI and, at the General Assembly meeting in Utrecht,

Development Goals. ENNHRI and its members took a keen

a first thematic meeting on the subject was called for the

interest in this process, and contributed to the Mérida

participants, in order to identify what NHRIs are doing in

Declaration on the Role of NHRIs in implementing the

this area and how ENNHRI can support their role in the

Sustainable Development Goals. The Declaration, adopted

implementation of the SDGs.

in October 2015 on the occasion of the ICC Conference
in Merida, Mexico, encourages all NHRIs, in line with
their mandates under the Paris Principles, to collaborate
and contribute to a human rights-based approach to
implementation of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development.
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ENNHRI Projects

5.1 Project on the Human Rights of Older Persons
and Long-term Care (LTC)

E

NNHRI’s project on the Human Rights of Older Persons
and Long-term Care commenced in January 2015.

It aims to improve the human rights protection of older
persons in LTC, with particular emphasis on residential
care. The specific objectives of the project are to:

Key achievements in 2015

A. introduce human rights standards and a human rights
based approach to long-term care of older persons;

•

B. increase awareness of the human rights of older

Clarified the human rights standards
relevant to long-term care;

persons living in or seeking access to long-term care in

•

Europe through monitoring carried out by the NHRIs

Identified good practice
methodologies for monitoring the

of Belgium, Croatia, Germany, Hungary, Lithuania and

human rights situation of older

Romania;

persons in long-term residential

C. develop or strengthen the capacity of NHRIs to monitor

care (which will be used to develop a

and support human rights based policies in this area.

monitoring toolkit for NHRIs);
•

Carried out work towards identifying
the structural requirements for a
human rights-based approach to
long-term care of older persons; and

•

Raised awareness of the human
rights of older persons seeking or in
receipt of long-term care in Europe.

The project also made significant progress on engaging
with European stakeholders and delivering awareness© Jonel Hanopo - Flickr

raising activities. A number of high profile events were
organised, including a European stakeholder event on

Two reports on the human rights standards and monitoring

Elder Abuse Awareness, on 15-16 June 2015. The project

methodologies were drafted, following the collection of

was represented as well at the 7th Congress of the

information, good practices and experiences from ENNHRI

European Federation of Retired and Older People (FERPA)

members. The reports were subsequently used to inform

on 10 September and the ASEM Conference on Global

the pilot monitoring phase of the project during which 14

Ageing and the Human Rights of Older Persons in Seoul

care homes were visited and monitored, with several key

(26-18 October). Throughout the course of 2015, ENNHRI

stakeholders at national and regional level interviewed in

also made two statements to the UN on the topic of long-

each of the six countries.

term care.
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5.2 The role of NHRIs in conflict or post-conflict situations

T

he role of NHRIs, as independent state actors to

ENNHRI was also involved in the preparation for and

promote and protect human rights, is particularly

participation in a conference on the same topic, hosted

important and at the same time challenged in conflict and

by

post-conflict situations.

Commissioner for Human Rights, and UNDP in October

In 2015, ENNHRI’s Secretariat carried out research for a
proposed project on the role of NHRIs in conflict or postconflict situations. Following consultation and planning
meetings with members throughout the year (March, June
and November), ENNHRI submitted an overview project
proposal, which was accepted by the EU.

the

Ukrainian

NHRI,

the

Ukrainian

Parliament

in Kyiv. The conference resulted in the adoption of the
Kyiv Declaration on ‘the Role of National Human Rights
Institutions in Conflict and Post-Conflict Situations’. The
Declaration called for a stronger role of NHRIs in conflict and
post-conflict settings, and was signed by representatives of
NHRIs, human rights experts, and civic activists.

Conference on the Role of the NHRIs in Conflict and Post-conflict situations © ENNHRI
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Enhancing NHRIs’ engagement
with regional and international
frameworks

6.1 Supporting ENNHRI members’ participation in ICC processes
s one of its regional networks, ENNHRI contributes

A

ENNHRI also continued to be involved in the Tripartite

to the functioning of the global alliance of NHRIs,

Strategic Relationship between OHCHR, UNDP and ICC,

ICC (International Coordinating Committee of National

through its Chair and Regional Coordinator (Secretary

Institutions for the Promotion and Protection of Human

General). A meeting in July 2016 culminated in a seminar

Rights). Furthermore, ENNHRI’s Chair, Prof Alan Miller

on Participation of NHRIs in the International Human

of the Scottish NHRI, serves as ICC Secretary, and has

Rights System and the Role of NHRIs as Institutions of

represented the ICC at various ICC events and meetings

Accountability.

throughout 2015.

ENNHRI is also represented on the ICC’s Sub-Committee on

Throughout 2015, ENNHRI’s contribution to the ICC

Accreditation, through the French NHRI, the Commission

included inputs to ICC statements, Human Rights Council

nationale consultative des droits de l’homme.

and General Assembly NHRI Resolutions and participation
in core governance and thematic meetings, such as the
Annual Meeting; Bureau (Board) and Finance Committee
meetings; and the Mérida Conference on Sustainable
Development Goals.

6.2 Supporting participation in European regional processes
Collective and individual engagement

E

NNHRI has close working relationships with its valued
partners at Council of Europe, OSCE, European Union,

UN regional offices and European networks and NGOs.
ENNHRI’s Working Groups are active in their engagement in
European regional processes (see Section 4), and ENNHRI’s

Representation at key meetings
and events

E
•

NNHRI was represented at various European level
meetings during 2015, including:
Council of Europe and Belgian Presidency conference

members engage with these bodies both on behalf of

on the future of the protection of social rights in

ENNHRI and in their own name. In addition, ENNHRI’s

Europe, Brussels, February 2015

Secretariat meets frequently with representatives of these
bodies and coordinates work to ensure a complementary

•

Council of Europe High-level conference, under
Belgian presidency, on “Implementation of the

and impactful approach to the promotion and protection

European Convention on Human Rights: our shared

of human rights across Europe.

responsibility”, Brussels, March 2015, including
speaking role for ENNHRI Chair and side event cohosted by ENNHRI
•

Participation at Council of Europe Steering Committee
on Human Rights (CDDH), and subordinate bodies
(DH-GDR and GT-GDR-F), Strasbourg, February, April,
June, October and December 2015
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•

EU Work Forum on the Implementation of the
Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities,
Brussels, April 2015

•

OSCE Human Dimensions Seminar on NHRIs
(speakers), Warsaw, June 2015

•

European Development Days 2015 - Special Event
on NHRIs (co-organiser, speakers and rapporteur),
Brussels, June 2015

•

HELP Network conference (Council of Europe
European Programme on Human Rights Education
for Legal Professionals), Strasbourg, June 2015

•

EU Colloquium on Fundamental Rights, Brussels,
October 2015

•

Kiev Conference on Role of NHRIs in Situations of
Conflict or Post-Conflict (speaker), October 2015,
including support for development of Declaration

•

OSCE Human Dimensions Committee Meeting (main
speakers), Warsaw, November 2015

•

Belgrade conference on Ombudsman/National
Human Rights Institutions – Challenges to Human

Submissions and statements

T

European level, ENNHRI has made various conclusions and
recommendations for the EU, through submissions and
statements, including:
•

participation of NHRIs and other independent
monitoring frameworks designated under article 33.2

2015
Europe and the role of NHRIs, NEBs and Ombuds

Submission by ENNHRI’s CRPD Working Group
in relation to the proposed guidelines for the

coordination for Declaration), Belgrade, November
Council of Europe, CDDECS Conference Council of

rights and access to justice at the national level,

as well as coordinated exchange of information at the

Rights in Refugee/Migrant Crisis (Speakers and

•

hrough its member NHRIs’ expertise on fundamental

CRPD, February 2015
•

ENNHRI Submission to Council of Europe Brussels
Conference, in relation to the Brussels Declaration on

in promoting equality and social inclusion, Helsinki,

the Implementation of the Convention System, March

December 2015

2015
•

Submission to the CDDH Draft Feasibility Study on
the impact of the economic crisis on human rights in
Europe, March 2015.

•

European Development
Days, 3 and 4 June 2015
The Special Event on NHRIs, co-organised by
ENNHRI, addressed the role, potential and
challenges of NHRIs in facilitating development,

Mediterranean Sea, a human rights approach, April
2015
•

ENNHRI Submission for the next EU Strategy on
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR), April 2015

•

ENNHRI submissions to Council of Europe CDDH,
DH-GDR, and GDR-F, on Draft Reports on the longer

including the EU’s support and interaction

term future of the Convention system, May 2015 and

with them. The event took place at a crucial

November 2015

time, when world leaders and development
stakeholders were discussing the post-2015

Statement on the continuing tragedies in the

•

ENNHRI Submission to the UN Committee on the

agenda for development. It also occurred in a

Rights of Persons with Disabilities on its Review of the

context where the European Union is enhancing

EU, July 2015

its support for NHRIs. The event included two
high level panels, as well as small groups, for
instance on a human rights based approach to
the SDGs as well as business and human rights,

•

An Open Letter from the Chair of ENNHRI to all
its Members within the European Union on the
Migration Situation, September 2015

and many opportunities for networking.
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Thematic Cooperation Platforms

and in supporting victims and to share experiences and
information on current projects as well as on third party

I

n 2015, ENNHRI continued its participation in the four
thematic cooperation Platforms established jointly with

Council of Europe, FRA and Equinet.

reporting among the Platform members. The Hate Crime
Platform also met with the EU Working Party on Hate Crime,
and representatives from ODIHR and OHCHR, in order
to explore how the different actors can work together to

Roma Equality and Human Rights (OPRE)

combat hate crime and hate speech.

OPRE was launched at a meeting in Strasbourg on 30

Economic and Social Rights (ESR)

January 2015. The Platform members came together for
a second time in December 2015. The Platform’s core
objectives are to address anti-Gypsyism as a specific form
of racism, to serve as a high level advocacy system and a
platform share knowledge and promote good practices
as well as grass-roots initiatives in a sustainable way. As
a result of the Cooperation Platform, ENNHRI applied for
Observer Status at CAHROM, the Council of Europe’s Ad
hoc Committee of Experts on Roma and Traveller Issues.
Hate Crime

The Platform on ESR was launched in 2015 and met for
the first time in October 2015. The specific objectives for
the Platform are: training on ESR and methodologies,
developing a culture of empowerment, but also creating
a Platform website, developing new approaches and tools,
and raising awareness through workshops and seminars.
Asylum and Migration
The Platform on Asylum and Migration did not meet
during 2015. However, it continued its work on monitoring

The Platform on Hate Crime met in Riga in April 2015. The
main objectives were to define the role of NHRIs, Equality

forced returns, conditions of and alternatives to detention,
separated migrant children and discrimination of migrants.

Bodies and Ombuds Institutions in combating hate speech

6.3 Supporting ENNHRI members’ participation in
international processes

E

NNHRI

continued

to

support

European

NHRIs’

Asia Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions,

engagement in international processes, often in liaison

the Network of African National Human Rights Institutions

with the ICC. This included engagement with various UN

and, the Network of National Institutions for the Promotion

bodies and international networks, NGOs and academia.

and Protection of Human Rights in the American Continent.

Furthermore, ENNHRI continued its cooperation with

The event addressed the role, potential and challenges of

UNDP and OHCHR including the participation in tri-partite

National Human Rights Institutions in development, and

meetings and events addressing different thematic areas.

avenues for EU support and interactions with them.

In the context of the European Development Days 2015,

ENNHRI also participated at the Conference of State

ENNHRI co-organised an event with a wide range of

Parties (for UNCRPD), and the meeting of the UN Open-

partners, including the European Commission, the ICC, the

ended Working Group on Ageing.

Human Rights Council room © UN Photo Pierre Albouy
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Building a strong and sustainable
ENNHRI Secretariat

7.1 Building strong organisational and administrative systems

E

xtensive work was carried out throughout 2015
to strengthen the Secretariat, and build robust

administrative and financial systems, while servicing the
membership and its governance bodies. The increased
human resources at the Secretariat office have facilitated
more capacity building, and coordination for its member
NHRIs.

Strengthening Good Governance

I

n order to be an effective and sustainable membership
organisation, ENNHRI must ensure that it has good

governance. During 2015, ENNHRI organised 15 governance
meetings of the General Assembly, ECC (Board) and Finance
Committee. At the General Assembly meeting in December
2015, over half of the eligible members stood for elections
for office holders in ENNHRI governance bodies.
The good management of the Secretariat office, including
appropriate procedures and systems, are required to
managing the heavy workload, competing deadlines, and
responding efficiently to members’ needs. In addition, the
good governance of the network as a whole is essential
to providing an open, transparent, accountable and
participative membership organisation.

Environmental sustainability
With such a wide geographic network,
meetings in person frequently involve
international travel, which inevitably has
an environmental impact. In order to

Terms of reference were drawn up to engage a consultant

minimise its carbon footprint, ENNHRI’s

to advise the Secretariat on good governance, effective

Secretariat organises a considerable

management and operational sustainability, including on

number of its meetings by telephone

necessary policies and information systems, to ensure

or by Skype, where possible, to avoid

that the Secretariat office and staff are managed to a high

unnecessary travel. ENNHRI also uses

professional standard, the Board and Finance Committee

recycling in the office and minimises

operates effectively, and information is up to date and

printing wherever possible.

accessible.
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7.2 Developing and implementing a fundraising strategy
ustainable funding is critical and in 2015 ENNHRI

S

ENNHRI’s Secretariat had carried out some preparatory

made important steps towards the development of

work, including a discussion paper on the opportunities

a fundraising strategy that follows ENNHRI’s objectives,

and limitations for ENNHRI’s fundraising, and suggesting

supports the organisation and is not unduly donor driven.

some key action points. On 30 November 2015, ENNHRI

A diversity of donors must be found to support ENNHRI’s

convened a fundraising meeting in Utrecht for its Finance

work in the medium term, and ensure its ongoing work to

Committee and European Coordinating Committee. It was

promote and protect human rights. Given the time involved

agreed that ENNHRI should focus on its Strategic Plan, core

in effective fundraising, and the importance of not losing

activities and thematic priorities in any fundraising. The

too much time on unviable funding applications, ENNHRI

fundraising consultant then carried out further research

chose to engage a consultant to support the development

and developed a report, based on the outcomes of the

of its fundraising strategy.

Utrecht meeting, and including a Fundraising Action Plan
of key activities to carry out in the short to medium term.

7.3 Grants and members contributions

T

he following grants and member contributions have been essential for ENNHRI’s development in 2015:

Operating Grant from the
European Commission (DG
Justice and Consumers)

Capacity Building Grant from
OSCE/ODIHR

The Operating Grant for 2015 has

to

A Capacity Building Grant was awarded

work for the promotion and protection of fundamental

ENNHRI

ENNHRI’s

increased ENNHRI’s capacity to support European NHRIs’

in

2015

capacity

in

to

enhance

governance,

communications and fundraising.

rights, as well as access to justice, across Europe.

Capacity Building Grant from
Scottish Government

Project Grant on Human Rights of Older
Persons and Long-term Care from the European
Commission (DG Employment, Social Affairs &
Inclusion)

A Capacity Building Grant from the
Scottish
throughout

Government
the

first

continued
quarter

of

This project aims to improve the human rights protection

2015, and was used to build robust

of older persons in and accessing long-term care, with

administrative and financial systems and seek sustainable

particular emphasis on residential care. It runs from

funding.

January 2015 to end June 2017.

Membership fees and additional contributions
from members
ENNHRI’s greatest resource is its membership, which
provides both membership fees and in-kind support
through ENNHRI’s governance bodies, Working Groups
and other activities.
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Annex 1: Accounts
European Network of National Human Rights Institutions
Management accounts 2015 (€)
BUDGET 2015 (SEP 2015)

Actual 2015 (31/12/2015)

Variance

INCOME 2015
Membership fees 2015
Additional extraordinary fee
Scotland Grant 2015 part
Other contributions
Older Persons project - EU Grant
Older Persons project - members cash
contributions
DG JUST Operating Grant 2015 - EU Grant
Capacity Building Grant - ODIHR
TOTAL INCOME

€ 75,000.00

€ 89,635.00

120 %

€ 4,500.00

€ 5,490.00

122 %

€ 20,000.00

€ 21,667.24

108 %

€ 8,000.00

€ 8,000.00

100 %

€ 143,965.47

€ 123,783.10

86 %

€ 35,381.40

€ 45,289.24

128 %

€ 242,933.80

€ 235,176.20

97 %

€ 25,000.00

€ 25,000.00

100%

€ 554,780.67

€ 554,040.78

100 %

€ 306,807.48

€ 294,627.85

96 %

EXPENDITURE 2015
1. Personnel costs
1.1. Staff
1.2. Other personnel costs
2. Office costs

€ 266,916.08

€ 248,638.87

93 %

€ 39,891.40

€ 45,988.98

115 %

€ 80,106.50

€ 65,259.82

81 %

2.1. Rent

€ 31,470.00

€ 27,876.44

89 %

2.2. Communications

€ 42,130.00

€ 30,726.94

73 %

€ 6,506.50

€ 6,656.44

102 %

2.3. Materials
3. Travel and Meeting costs
3.1. Travel and subsitance
3.2. Meeting costs
4. Professional fees
4.1 Accountant / Finance Costs

€ 83,977.00

€ 49,441.64

66 %

€ 9,327.00

€ 8,739.50

94 %

€ 28,570.00
€ 18,570.00

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

TOTAL INCOME LESS EXPENDITURE
Reserve 2014
Cumulated Reserve 2014 + 2015 €

89 %

€ 1,934.41

74 %

€ 415.90

4.1.3. Recruitment Costs

5.1 Older Persons project - Pilot Group

€ 25,451.50

€ 11,847.93

4.1.2. Bank Fees

5. TO BE PAID TO MEMBERS

69 %

€ 74,650.00

4.1.1. Accountant general

4.2. Consultancies

€ 58,181.14

€ 1,816.54
€ 10,000.00
€ 30,929.45
€ 30,929.45

€ 9,436.72
€ 29,828.75

94 %
96 %

€ 29,828.75

€ 530,390.43

€ 473,349.06

€ 24,390.24

€ 80,691.72

96 %
89 %

€ 6,343.37
€ 87,035.09
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Country

Institution

Website

Albania

Avokati Popullit (People’s Advocate)

www.avokatipopullit.gov.al

A

Armenia

Human Rights Defender Institution of the Republic
of Armenia

www.pashtpan.am

A

Austria

Volksanwaltschaft (Austrian Ombudsman Board)

www.volksanwaltschaft.gv.at/

B

Azerbaijan

The Office of the Commissioner for Human Rights
(Ombudsman) of the Republic of Azerbaijan

www.ombudsman.gov.az

A

Belgium

Interfederal Centre for Equal Opportunities and
Opposition to Discrimination and Racism

www.diversite.be

No Accreditation

Belgium

Federal Migration Centre (Myria)

www.myria.be

No Accreditation

Belgium

Service de lutte contre la pauvreté, la précarité et
l'exclusion sociale

http://www.luttepauvrete.be/

No Accreditation

Bosnia and
Herzegovina

Institution of Human Rights Ombudsmen of
Bosnia and Herzegovina

www.ombudsmen.gov.ba

A

Bulgaria

The Ombudsman of the Republic of Bulgaria

www.ombudsman.bg

B

Croatia

Office of the Ombudswoman of the Republic of
Croatia

www.ombudsman.hr

A

Denmark

Danish Institute for Human Rights

www.humanrights.dk

A

Finland

Human Rights Centre and the Parliamentary
Ombudsman

www.humanrightscentre.fi www.
oikeusasiamies.fi

A

France

Commission Nationale Consultative des Droits de
l’Homme (CNCDH)

www.cncdh.fr

A

Georgia

Office of Public Defender (Ombudsman) of
Georgia

www.ombudsman.ge

A

Germany

Deutsches Institut für Menschenrechte (German
Institute for Human Rights)

www.institut-fuermenschenrechte.de

A

Great Britain

Equality and Human Rights Commission

www.equalityhumanrights.com

A

Greece

Greek National Commission for Human Rights

www.nchr.gr

A

Hungary

Office of the Commissioner for Fundamental
Rights

www.ajbh.hu

A
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Accreditation

Country

Institution

Website

Accreditation

Ireland

Irish Human Rights and Equality Commission

www.ihrec.ie

Kosovo

Ombudsperson Institution of Kosovo

www.ombudspersonkosovo.org

Latvia

Ombudsman's Office of the Republic of Latvia

www.tiesibsargs.lv

Lithuania

The Seimas Ombudsmen's Office of the Republic
of Lithuania

www.lrski.lt

No Accreditation

Luxembourg

Commission Consultative des Droits de l'Homme
du Grand-Duché de Luxembourg

www.ccdh.lu

A

Macedonia
(FYROM)

Ombudsman Institution of the Republic of
Macedonia

www.ombudsman.mk

B

Moldova

People’s Advocate of the Republic of Moldova

www.ombudsman.md/en

B

Netherlands

Netherlands Institute for Human Rights

www.mensenrechten.nl

A

Northern
Ireland

Northern Ireland Human Rights Commission

www.nihrc.org

A

Norway

Norwegian Centre for Human Rights

www.jus.uio.no/smr

Poland

Human Rights Defender of Poland

www.rpo.gov.pl

A

Portugal

Provedor de Justicia

www.provedor-jus.pt

A

Romania

Romanian Institute for Human Rights

www.irdo.ro

Scotland

Scottish Human Rights Commission

www.scottishhumanrights.com

A

Serbia

The Protector of Citizens of the Republic of Serbia

www.ombudsman.rs

A

Slovakia

Slovenske narodne stredisko pre ludske prava
(Slovak National Centre for Human Rights)

www.snslp.sk

B

Slovenia

Varuh Clovekovih Pravic RS (Human Rights
Ombudsman)

www.varuh-rs.si

B

Spain

Defensor del Pueblo

www.defensordelpueblo.es

A

Sweden

The Equality Ombudsman

www.do.se

B

Turkey

National Human Rights Institution of Turkey

Ukraine

Office of the Ukrainian Parliament Commissioner
for Human Rights

A
No Accreditation
A

No Accreditation

No Accreditation

No Accreditation
www.ombudsman.gov.ua

A
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Annex 3: Operational Plan 2015

Core objective A: Supporting development of NHRIs across Europe in
line with the Paris Principles

Immediate objective
1. Supporting capacity development of European
NHRIs

Activities
1.1. NHRI Academy 2015
1.2. Working Groups meetings, information exchange and trainings
1.3. Older Persons Project: research and collation standards and methodologies
1.4. Policy on staff secondments

2. Supporting ICC accreditation of NHRIs in
Europe

2.1. Accreditation Support Group
2.2. General Assembly Seminar on NHRI accreditation
2.3. Provide ad hoc support to members on NHRI accreditation
2.4. Accreditation calendar

3. Supporting the establishment of NHRIs in
Europe, in line with the Paris Principles

3.1. Provide ad hoc support to stakeholders on NHRI establishment

Core objective B: Facilitating network communications

Immediate objective
1. Strengthening internal communications
among members and between members and the
Secretariat

Activities
1.1. Member updates
1.2. ENNHRI website
1.3. Web forum
1.4. Web-based document share-point
1.5. ENNHRI Communication Strategy

2. Facilitating communications with external
stakeholders

2.1. ENNHRI website and social media
2.2. Dissemination of ENNHRI statements
2.3. Short publication on ENNHRI
2.4. ENNHRI branded materials
2.5. ENNHRI Communication Strategy

3. Supporting ENNHRI meetings and ENNHRI
Working Groups and thematic clusters

3.1. General Assembly, ECC and Finance Committee meetings
3.2. Working Group, accreditation and communications meetings
3.3. ENNHRI policy on Working Groups
3.4. Older Persons project meeting
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Core objective C: Enhancing NHRIs’ engagement with regional and
international frameworks

Immediate objective
1. Supporting ENNHRI members’ participation in
ICC processes and institutions, individually and
collectively

Activities
1.1. ICC annual meeting, Bureau meetings and Finance Committee meeting and
Tripartite conference
1.2. SCA meetings
1.3. Tripartite partnership meetings
1.4. Providing conduit between ICC and members (sending updates, inputting to
planning and projects)

2. Supporting, as a priority, ENNHRI members’
participation in European regional processes and
institutions, individually and collectively

2.1. Review of key developments and events
2.2. ENNHRI or Working Group submissions and representation
2.3. Facilitate member engagement
2.4. Participation in CoE-FRA-ENNHRI-Equinet cooperation Platforms

3. Supporting ENNHRI members’ participation
in international processes and institutions,
individually and collectively, in cooperation with
ICC

3.1. ENNHRI or Working Group submissions and representation, in liaison with
ICC
3.2. Facilitate member engagement, in liaison with ICC

Core objective D: Building a strong and sustainable ENNHRI Secretariat

Immediate objective
1. Building strong organisational and
administrative systems

Activities
1.1. ICC annual meeting, Bureau meetings and Finance Committee meeting and
Tripartite conference
1.2. SCA meetings
1.3. Tripartite partnership meetings
1.4. Providing conduit between ICC and members (sending updates, inputting to
planning and projects)

2. Developing and implementing a fundraising
strategy

2.1. Develop fundraising strategy
2.2. Implement fundraising strategy
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Annex 4: ENNHRI Office Holders 2016
Results of the Elections for Positions on ENNHRI’s Governance Bodies
All mandates will start in March 2016
European Nomination for ICC Chair

ENNHRI Chair
ENNHRI Chair

European Nomination for ICC Chair
Country

Nomination

Country

Institution

Germany

Prof. Dr. Beate Rudolf German Institute
for Human Rights

Croatia

Office of the Ombudswoman of Croatia

European Members of ICC Bureau
European Members of ICC Bureau
Country

Institutions

Croatia

Office of the Ombudswoman of Croatia

Finland

Finnish Human Rights Centre/Finnish
NHRI

Georgia

Office of Public Defender (Ombudsman)
of Georgia

Germany

German Institute for Human Rights

Members of ENNHRI Finance Committee

Members of European Coordinating Committee
Members of European Coordinating Committee
Country

Institutions

Croatia

Office of the Ombudswoman of Croatia

Finland

Finnish Human Rights Centre/Finnish
NHRI

Georgia

Office of Public Defender (Ombudsman)
of Georgia

Germany

German Institute for Human Rights

Greece

Greek National Commission for Human
Rights

Netherlands

Netherlands Institute for Human Rights

Members of ENNHRI Finance Committee
Country

Institution

Great Britain

Equality and Human Rights Commission

European Member of Sub-Committee for
Accreditation
European Member of Sub-Committee for
Accreditation

ICC Working Group on Business and Human Rights
ICC Working Group on Business and Human Rights
Country

Institutions

Denmark

Danish Institute for Human Rights

Ireland

Irish Human Rights and Equality
Commission

02 December 2015
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Country

Institution

France

Commission Nationale Consultative des
Droits de l’Homme

ICC Working Group on Ageing
ICC Working Group on Ageing
Country

Institutions

Ireland

Irish Human Rights and Equality
Commission

Northern
Ireland

Northern Ireland Human Rights
Commission

Rue Royale 138
B-1000 Brussels, Belgium
Email: info@ennhri.org
Telephone: +32 (0) 2 212 31 75
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